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An attention-based approach to content-
based image retrieval

A Bamidele, F W M Stentiford and J Morphett

Mark Weiser’s vision that ubiquitous computing will overcome the problem of information overload by embedding
computation in the environment is on the verge of becoming a reality. Nevertheless today’s technology is now capable of
handling many different forms of multimedia that pervade our lives and as a result is creating a healthy demand for new
content management and retrieval services. This demand is everywhere; it is coming from the mobile videophone owners,
the digital camera owners, the entertainment industry, medicine, surveillance, the military, and virtually every library and
museum in the world where multimedia assets are lying unknown, unseen and unused.

The volume of visual data in the world is increasing exponentially through the use of digital camcorders and cameras in the
mass market. These are the modern day consumer equivalents of ubiquitous computers, and, although storage space is in
plentiful supply, access and retrieval remain a severe bottle-neck both for the home user and for industry. This paper
describes an approach, which makes use of a visual attention model together with a similarity measure, to automatically
identify salient visual material and generate searchable metadata that associates related items in a database. Such a
system for content classification and access will be of great use in current and future pervasive environments where static
and mobile content retrieval of visual imagery is required. 

1. Introduction
Weiser’s vision that ubiquitous or pervasive computing
will overcome the problem of information overload [1] is
on the verge of becoming a reality. The volume of
digital images has been increasing dramatically in
recent years and as a result a crisis is now taking place
within a broad range of disciplines that require and use
visual content. While storage and image capture
technologies are able to cope with huge numbers of
images, poor image and video retrieval is in danger of
rendering many repositories valueless because of the
difficulty of access. Many disciplines and segments in
industry, including telecommunications, entertainment,
medicine, and surveillance, need high-performance
retrieval systems to function efficiently — and this
requirement will grow as we continue moving forward in
a world connected by both fixed and wireless networks.

It is envisaged that massive volumes of image and
video content will be generated by the requirements for
more pervasive applications. There is an increasing
demand not only for reacting to people’s requests, but
also for monitoring people’s intent and behaviour in a
passive manner within intelligent spaces (iSpaces).
Whether the visual material will describe a security
status, the behaviour of a crowd, the emotion of a PC

user, or the interests of shoppers, major advances in
image interpretation are needed to make these
applications viable.

Visual searches by text alone are ineffective on
images and are haphazard at best. Descriptive text
simply does not reflect the capabilities of the human
visual memory and does not satisfy users’ expectations.
Furthermore the annotation of visual data for
subsequent retrieval is almost entirely carried out
through manual effort. This is slow, costly and error
prone and presents a barrier to the stimulation of new
multimedia services. Much research is now being
conducted into measures of visual similarity that take
account of the semantic content of images in an
attempt to reduce the human involvement during
database composition. Indeed semantically associating
related visual content will add value to the material by
improving access and exposing new potential benefits
to a wider market.

In addition to storing and interconnecting iSpaces,
service and network providers need to be able to reduce
costs in providing content and content management
services to a range of devices. Doing so in a cost-
effective manner, however, only makes sense when the
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effectiveness of the systems makes it attractive enough
for consumers to want to pay for such services. It is
posited that the potential lack of both effectiveness and
efficiency in current image management systems
prevent them from being a commercial alternative to
free (albeit ineffective) text-based search engines. Here
lies the proposed commercial benefit of the work. We
are working jointly on making content classification,
access and retrieval effective for pervasive computing
users while at the same time, seeking to remove many
of the costs associated with manual data entry, thereby
making the proposition commercially viable.

The academic perspective in this paper stems from
identifying what is perceived as relevant information to
the user by the integration of mechanisms of content-
based image retrieval (CBIR) and context-aware
technologies [2, 3]. Visual content continues to
represent the most important and most desirable
communication medium and it is a challenge to deliver
relevant visual data to users engaged in diverse and
unpredictable activities. 

Section 2 of this paper outlines relevant state-of-
the-art research. Section 3 describes the current
research and overviews the visual attention model.
Section 4 describes an experiment using the model and
presents the results. Section 5 briefly discusses the
results with section 6 concluding the paper and
suggesting future work.

2. State of the art
It is the job of an image retrieval system to produce
images that a user wants. In response to a user’s query,
the system must offer images that are similar in some
user-defined sense. This goal is met by selecting visual
features thought to be significant in human visual
perception and using them to measure relevance to the
query. 

Many image retrieval systems in operation today rely
upon annotations that can be searched using key words.
These approaches have limitations not least of which
are the problems of providing adequate textual
descriptions and the associated natural language
processing necessary to service search requests.

Colour, texture, local shape and spatial layout in a
variety of forms are the most widely used features in
image retrieval. Such features are specified by the user
in the ‘direct query on descriptions’ retrieval method
[4]. This approach makes great demands on the user
who must be aware of the technical significance of the
parameters that are being used during the search. 

Swain and Stricker [5] measured the similarity of
images using colour histograms and the Manhattan

metric. The PICASSO system [6] proposed by Del Bimbo
and Pala, uses visual querying by colour perceptive
regions. Colour regions were modelled through spatial
location, area, shape, average colour and a binary 128
dimensional colour vector. A single region characterises
the image with a colour vector retaining the global
colour attributes for the whole image. Similarity
between two images is then computed based on the
modelled colour regions. Jain and Vailaya [7] utilised
colour histograms and edge direction histograms for
image matching and retrieval. 

The MARS project [8] used a combination of low-
level features (colour, texture, shape) and textual
descriptions. Colour is represented using a 2-D
histogram of hue and saturation. Texture is represented
by two histograms, one measuring the coarseness and
the other one the image directionality, and one scalar
for contrast. It was later enhanced using a shape-
matching similarity algorithm [9], although invariant to
transformational effects in image content, it was
deficient in taking account of perceptual similarity
between images.

Phillips and Lu [10], address the problem of the
arbitrary boundaries between colour bins, which can
mean that closely adjacent colours are considered
different by the machine. They applied a method of
perceptually weighted histograms to weaken this effect
in other approaches.

 One of the first commercial image search engines
was QBIC [11] which executes user queries against a
database of pre-extracted features. The Virage system
[12] generates a set of general primitives such as global
colour, local colour, texture and shapes. When
comparing two images a similarity score is computed
using the distance function defined for each primitive.
Weights are needed to combine individual scores into
an overall score and the developer is left to select the
weights appropriate to his application [13].

MetaSeek [14] also uses colour and texture for
retrieval, but matching is carried out by other engines
such as QBIC [11] and MARS [8]. MetaSeek uses a
clustering approach for the locally extracted colour and
texture features. The system was intelligently designed
to select and interface with multiple Web-based image
search engines by ranking their performance for
different classes of user queries. Kulkami [15] used
extracted texture feature values to formulate specific
user-defined queries.

Region-based querying is favoured in Blobworld [16]
where global histograms are shown to perform
comparatively poorly on images containing distinctive
objects. Similar conclusions were obtained in
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comparisons with the SIMPLIcity system [17].
VisualSEEk [18] determines similarity by measuring
image regions by using both colour parameters and
spatial relationships and obtains better performance
than histogram methods that use colour information
alone. NeTra [19] also relies upon image segmentation
to carry out region-based searches that allow the user to
select example regions and lay emphasis on image
attributes to focus the search. Object segmentation for
broad domains of general images is considered difficult,
and a weaker form of segmentation that identifies
salient point-sets may be more fruitful [20].

Vinod [21], proposed an interactive method to
identify regions in images, which can represent a given
object based on colour features. Regions of interest are
extracted based on sampling using a square window.
This technique increased the efficiency of search by
concentrating on the most promising regions in the
image. The approach focused on just the upper bound
of histogram intersection and assumed all matching was
the same across all focused regions.

Relevance feedback is often proposed as a technique
for overcoming many of the problems faced by fully
automatic systems by allowing the user to interact with
the computer to improve retrieval performance [22]. In
Quicklook [23] and ImageRover [24] items identified by
the user as relevant are used to adjust the weights
assigned to the similarity function to obtain better
search performance. PicHunter [25] has implemented a
probabilistic relevance feedback mechanism that
predicts the target image based upon the content of the
images already selected by the user during the search.
Related work is reported by Jose [26].  This reduces the
burden on unskilled users to set quantitative pictorial
search parameters or to select images that come closest
to meeting their goals, but it does require the user to
behave consistently as defined by the machine.
Retrieval should not require the user to have explicit
knowledge of the features employed by the system and
users should not have to reformulate their visual
interests in ways that they do not understand.

Conventional approaches suffer from some
disadvantages. Firstly there is a real danger that the use
of any form of predefined feature measurements will
preclude solutions in the search space and be unable to
handle unseen material. Secondly the choice of features
in anything other than a trivial problem is unable to
anticipate a user’s perception of image content. This
information cannot be obtained by training on typical
users because every user possesses a subtly different
subjective perception of the world and it is not possible
to capture this in a single fixed set of features and
associated representations. 

An approach to visual search should be consistent
with the known attributes of the human visual system
and account should be taken of the perceptual
importance of visual material as well as more objective
attributes [27, 28]. 

This paper describes the application of models of
human visual attention to CBIR in ways that enable fast
and effective search of large image databases. The
model employs the use of visual attention maps to
define regions of interest (ROIs) in an image with a view
to improving the performance of image retrieval. The
work will also involve the study of new database
configurations that accommodate new metadata
attributes and their associated functionality. The work
may yield new metadata vocabularies and attributes
that as yet are not encompassed by the MPEG-7
multimedia standards [29]. 

3. Current research
The use of models of human visual attention in
problems of visual search is attractive because it is
reasonable to believe that this is the mechanism people
actually use when looking for images [30]. The model
[31] used in this paper is favoured for its simplicity and
the ease of implementation both in software and
potentially in hardware. Initial work has concentrated
upon demonstrating that knowledge of perceptually
significant areas in an image improves search
performance and that this can be automated through
the application of an attention model.

Related work [32, 33] using an eye tracker is
exploring gaze behaviour and is using an attention
model to anticipate users’ search intentions during
CBIR. This work will validate and at the same time refine
the visual attention model for specific applications.

3.1 Visual attention model
The visual attention mechanism used in this paper is
based upon ideas that have their counterpart in
surround suppression in primate V1 [34]. Petkov and
Westenberg [35] use a version of this model and confirm
qualitative explanations of visual pop-out effects. This
model assigns high values of visual attention when
neighbouring pixel configurations do not match
identical positional arrangements in other randomly
selected neighbourhoods in the image. This means that
textures and other features that are common in an
image will tend to suppress attention values in their
neighbourhood. 

In this model, digital images are represented as a set
of pixels, arranged in a rectangular grid in Fig 1. The
process of calculating the VA score for a pixel x, begins
by selecting a small number (m) of random pixels in the
immediate neighbourhood (radius, ε) of x. Then another
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pixel y is selected randomly elsewhere in the image. The
pixel configuration surrounding x is then compared with
the same configuration around y and tested for a
mismatch. If a mismatch is detected, the score for x is
incremented and the process is repeated for another
randomly selected y for t iterations. 

If the configurations match, then the score is not
incremented and a new random configuration around x
is generated. The process continues for a fixed number
of iterations for each x. Regions obtain high scores if
they possess features not present elsewhere in the
image. Low scores tend to be assigned to regions that
have features that are common in many other parts of
the image. Such features may be dependent upon
colour, shape or both. 

 The visual attention estimator has been
implemented as a set of tools that process images and
produce corresponding arrays of attention values. The
attention values are displayed in Fig 2 as a map where
VA scores are represented as false colours with the
highest scores shown in green and lower scores as
darker shades of red. This map is used as a mask to
indicate which areas of the image are to be analysed for
comparison purposes thereby suppressing background
pixels from the computation.

Let the colour histograms of images A and B be HA
and HB each with n bins. The Manhattan global distance
between the histograms is normalised by image area
and is given by:

where   

A major disadvantage of the histogram and many
other more sophisticated measures is their inability to

distinguish foreground from background. This means
that images with a dominant green background, for
example, are very likely to be marked as similar
regardless of the nature of the principal subject material
which might be a tractor in one image and a horse in
another. The visual attention mask is introduced to
combat this problem.

Let the visual attention mask for image a be given by:

 The attention histogram distance between the
images A and B is defined as:

The new attention-based distance d' restricts the
histogram calculation to pixels lying within areas that
are assigned high values of visual attention by the
model. This means that greater emphasis is given to
subject material and hence retrieval performance should
improve for those images possessing clear regions of
interest, which are characterised by their colour
histograms.

3.2 Process model 
A similarity metric when applied to the images in a
collection creates a network of associations between
pairs of images each taking the value of the strength of
the similarity. More generally the associations can
connect image regions to regions in other images so
that images may still be strongly related if they contain

Fig 1 Neighbourhood at x mismatching at y (m = 3, ε = 1).

x

y

1. create a random neighbourhood at x

2. select a random second pixel y and
     compare

3. increment score and repeat from 2 for
    a mismatch

4. repeat from 1 for a match

d HA HB,( ) HA i( ) HB i( )–
i 1=

n
∑=

Hα i( )
number of pixels with hue i

number of pixels in α
---------------------------------------------------------------------=

Mα x y,( )
1 if attention score at x y,( ) T≥=

0 otherwise=



d ′ HA HB,( ) H ′A i( ) H ′B i( )–
i 1=

n
∑=

H′α i( )
number of pixels with hue i and Mα x y,( ) 1=

number of pixels in α and Mα x y,( ) 1=
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
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similar objects in spite of possessing different
backgrounds. It is this additional metadata that
provides the information to enable a convergent and
intelligent search path.

Images in a collection are processed off-line to
produce metadata that is stored in the relational
database. VA analysis is applied to a query image and
the similarity of ROIs to others in the database is
determined. A rank ordered list of candidate retrieved
images is returned to the user as illustrated in Fig 3. The
precomputed network of similarity associations enables
images to be clustered according to their mutual
separations. This means that query images are matched
first with ‘vantage’ images [36] in each cluster before
selecting images from within the closest cluster groups. 

3.3 Data model 
The data model encompasses regions of interest,
images, clusters of images, and potentially a hierarchy
of clusters of clusters. Similarity associations relate
images and ROIs within clusters and images and ROIs in
different clusters.

In addition, most images will be present in more
than one cluster, for example, one on the basis of
background content and another on the basis of
foreground subject material.

Figure 4 illustrates an entity-relationship diagram
(ERD) for the application. Two intermediate entities
(‘image to cluster mapping’ and ‘image to ROI

Fig 2 Images and corresponding VA map.

red cars and trees ROIs identified on red cars

ROIs identified on red carred car

 Fig 3 Image entry and retrieval system.
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mapping’) are inserted to break the potential many-to-
many relationship between:

• ‘cluster’ and ‘image’,

• ‘image’ and ‘region of interest’. 

4. Results 
The method is illustrated by application to a small set of
12 images consisting of 6 pairs that are clearly similar.
Figure 5 shows the 12 images together with their VA
maps.

The VA maps were obtained using the parameter
values, t = 50, m = 1, and ε= 4. A mismatch is detected
if any of the RGB values for the pixels being compared
differ by more than 50. Each map yields a mask, which
is used to construct the arrays Mα (x, y).

The histograms are based upon the hue values at
each pixel, which range from 1 to 360. Examples of
global and attention-based histograms for image 9 are
shown in Fig 6. The difference is due mainly to the
different colour profiles of the background and
foreground.

image to
cluster

mapping

image

image
to ROI

mapping

region
of interest

has

has
cluster

has

has

contains

1 to 1 or m

1 to 1 or m

1 to 1 or m
1 to 1 or m

1 to 0 or m

Fig 4 Application entity relationship diagram (ERD).

Fig 5 Images and visual attention maps.

Fig 6 Colour histogram models.

image 1 image 5 image 9

image 2 image 6 image 10

image 3 image 7 image 11

image 4 image 8 image 12

VA analysis

1o 360o1o360o

global histogram H attention-based histogram H´

input image visual attention map
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The distances 100d and 100d' between all 12 of the
images using the global and attention-based similarity
measures were computed. In order to compare the
global (Pi) and attention-based (P'i) histogram
performances on image i, the distances between the
pairs of subjectively similar images (i, j) were compared
to those between all the others where:

and similarly:

The comparative performance is displayed in Fig 7
where 100(Pi − P'i)/10 is plotted for each image.
Positive values indicate improvements in performance
over the global similarity measure.

Fig 7 Image separation comparison.

5. Discussion
An improvement in separation is seen in 5 of the pairs of
images, but images 7 and 8 are not separated from

images 3 and 4 as well as by the global histograms. This
is because the visual attention masks cover a high
proportion of white and grey areas in all four images at
the same time as the background material being
significantly different between the two pairs. The green
background is treated as important by the global
histogram (Fig 8) but is suppressed by the attention
mechanism (Fig 9). The background happens to be a
distinguishing feature in this dataset. Images 9 and 10
yield a significant improvement because the central
subject material is very similar. It should be observed
that the subjects in images 11 and 12 are identical but
the background is substantially different. In this case
the attention model has been able to focus on the
important image components and detect a high value of
similarity. By the same token image 10 is a magnified
and cropped version of image 9 and illustrates how an
effective similarity measure might detect infringements
of copyright in which parts of images have been
replicated and distorted. 

Processing time on a 1.8 GHz machine for a 214 ✕
144 image is 543 ms for code written in C++. However,
the score calculation in the VA algorithm is independent
for each pixel and is therefore eminently suitable for
parallel implementation.

6. Conclusions
There is good reason to believe that the saliency of
images should play a major part in automated image
retrieval and this paper illustrates a way in which this
might be achieved.  The work has indicated that laying
emphasis upon areas of images that attract high visual
attention can improve retrieval performance. It seems
reasonable that most image retrieval tasks will be
largely determined by the principal subject material
rather than the background content, although this will
not always be the case. The results have also
highlighted the well known failings of histogram-based
metrics which take no account of image structure but

Pi
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∑
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have been used here as a vehicle for evaluating the
effectiveness of measures of saliency in retrieval tasks. 

Future experiments will make use of a weighted VA
mask, which will provide a better balance between the
foreground and background areas in the computation of
similarity scores. In addition, attention mechanisms will
be incorporated into more meaningful measures of
similarity that take account of image structure and
other features. More work is necessary on larger sets of
images to obtain statistical significance in the results
and we are working closely with other academic
institutions on this. 

Future work on automating the selection of
appropriate values for the VA parameters, t, m, and ε
are continuing to develop the VA pipeline into a ‘black
box’ suitable for commercial deployment. Furthermore,
expanding the current implementation from being a
single PC, multi-threaded process, to a multi-processor-
based server cluster should see high returns as the
algorithm is highly parallel in nature. This whole process
will then need to be integrated with a commercially
available content management system, such as ICF
(Interactive Content Factory) from Trans World
International, or Asset Manager from Asset House.
Equally, content management workflows will need to be
adapted to accommodate content ingestion from users
and system analysis before distribution back to the user.
Once achieved, the complete system will then be able to
effectively serve a variety of ubiquitous devices in what
we believe to be a cost-efficient manner.

A collaboration with Berkeley will provide a rich
source of annotated images collected through mobile
videophones on campus. This project [37] is revealing
the communal benefits of mobile media creation,
sharing and reuse. It takes advantage of previously
annotated media to make educated guesses about the

content of newly captured media. Visual attention
technology promises to add value to the associations
that can be automatically deduced from image content.

Content-based image retrieval technology, that can
retrieve and even appear to anticipate users’ needs, will
find huge application. It can be immediately applied to
video retrieval through the medium of key frames.
There is a growing demand for new video mobile
services but which cannot become pervasive until
accessibility bottle-necks are removed. Security and
crime-prevention applications are increasingly hoping to
rely on new technology to deliver visual content that is
relevant to the moment, none of which is currently
possible without heavy manual involvement. Natural
and intuitive access to multimedia content is a vision for
anyone and everyone in the communications industry. 
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